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* Stolen vehicles NH identified: 470

* Brands NH identified: 22,053

* Junk vehicles reported electronically to NH: 23,888

* NMVTIS IS A PRICELESS TOOL
* 97,594 NH titles surrendered electronically

* Savings: $31,648.50 paying wages to a clerk to manually key these titles as surrendered

* Efficiency - real time no backlogs

* **NMVTIS SAVES YOU TIME AND $$$$$$**
* NMVTIS has assisted NH in detecting clone vehicles on several occasions

* Altered and counterfeit titles

* Duplicate title verification

**NMVTIS & FRAUD**
* NH has trained most staff
* NMVTIS works
* NMVTIS is your ally
* NMVTIS are your second set of eyes
* NMVTIS is a priceless tool in preventing fraud

* EDUCATE YOUR STAFF
* PRISCILLA.VAUGHAN@DOS.NH.GOV
* NMVTIS_HelpDesk@dos.nh.gov
* PHONE-603-227-4150
* FAX-603-271-0369
* DMV
  23 HAZEN DRIVE
  CONCORD NH 03305

*NEW HAMPSHIRE CONTACT INFO